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ABSTRACT 

Direct Autolink is an interconnected system of programs that 

establish both hardware and software connections between an 

ARM-based computer and handhold devices designed with ease of 

modularization. These programs are capable of sending and 

receiving commands and files over this connection. Similar 

systems exist using the internet, which presents both speed and 

safety concerns. The proposed system establishes a direct 

communication channel without Internet enabled, so that it can 

release the concerns raised from the Internet-based connection.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Modern Smartphones can be used for a wide range of applications 

with compatible hardware. Google recently announced that 

Android Auto will be implemented into their major partner cars to 

seamlessly synchronize Android Smartphones to their cars [1]. A 

remote-control app with a SmartStart-compatible starter or security 

system was implemented with the concept of Internet-connected 

cars [2-3]. It is known that remote controlling the door using the 

data connection takes much longer than with a key. One critical side 

effect to integrating a Smartphone with your vehicle’s operation is 

that a lost or stolen mobile device might result in a stolen car [4]. 

This risk can be removed by structuring the connection as Peer-to-

Peer, a direct connection between the car and the phone, as shown 

in Fig. 1. This local connection removes remote risks inherent to 

internet based systems by drastically reducing the possibly point of 

access to only the local area, while also providing a higher speed of 

connection. 4G LTE download speeds are only up to 50Mbps, 

while our connection can get up to 150Mbps download. 

A similar, but more in-depth and specialized implementation has 

been in development by General Motors [5]. This system is 

specifically for vehicles, made to be integrated directly into the 

electronics of the vehicle. Our design is broader, and might 

implement a device made to handle the car electronics. 

 
Fig. 1. Peer to peer connection between the car and the phone 

 

The system was created in such a way that focuses on ease of 

expansion, so that the future work will require much less 

knowledge of the connection itself, and only a minor amount of 

knowledge on the system as a whole. This project is primarily 

exploring a, so far, unused implementation of existing technologies 

in order to discover the extent of limitations on the 

implementation.  The limitations we discover within our project 

can be addressed or expanded upon by future research and 

development, either piecemeal or as a whole. 

2. RELATED WORKS 

Due to the recent trend in smartphone programs for vehicle control 

[6-7], there is a need for faster and more secure connections. 

Currently, this trend connects with vehicles for various controls by 

establishing communication between the mobile device and the 

targeted vehicle through the Internet via satellites and cell towers 

[8-9]. Hadama et al recently developed a cost-effective real-time 

control method using dual transmission protocol [9]. Network-

supported remote vehicle depend on the infrastructure, e.g. WiFi 

access points, and LTE [10]. In addition, opening the vehicle’s 

controls to the internet has produced security risks from hackers 

ranging from loss the ability to turn off the vehicle’s windshield 

wipers to the vehicle’s motor being remotely turned off while 

driving down a road. This inevitable drawback motivated us to 

design a direct communication channel without Internet enabled. 
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3. METHODS and MATERIALS 

3.1 The Host 

The computer will act as the host in this Peer-to-Peer connection. 

As such, it has proper hardware and network configurations that 

 

Fig. 2. Connection Initialization 

 

allow it to host properly. Special settings allow it to designate the 

constraints of the connection, including the IP address it will assign 

to the user device. The computer uses a wireless network adapter 

capable of peer-to-peer connections. As soon as the computer is 

turned on, several necessary services are established before the 

program itself is started. 

The program that is run on the host machine is referred to as the 

server program. The Raspberry Pi can run the server program to use 

the wireless LAN Adapter API to set up the hardware to broadcast, 

and handle incoming user connection requests to access this 

network, then establish the connection with the correct request. 

Upon successful connection, the program will connect with the 

phone's program, through a network port. This connection is what 

will allow for the exchange of commands and files between the 

phone and computer. The program will wait to receive commands 

from the phone, and will process each command as they arrive. The 

commands themselves are written and processed in such a way to 

make it easy for developers to expand upon the existing system, 

using abstraction. The connection flow is described briefly by Fig. 

2. 

3.2 The Client 

The android phone will act as the client in this connection. The only 

special preparation the phone itself needs is the application we 

developed for it. The application will prompt the user to scan for 

nearby networks, and upon finding the desired network, the user 

can initiate the connection. The application and computer will then 

handshake and establish the connection. Once connected, the 

application will show all the available commands to send to the 

computer. Some commands will get files from the computer, and 

update the application with that file. For example, if the user were 

to press the “take picture” button, the phone would send the 

command to the computer, the computer would take the picture and 

save it. The picture would then be sent and displayed on the phone. 

Figure 3 shows the flow of commands and data when a command 

is given from the phone.  

 

Fig. 3. Command flow between phone and Raspberry Pi 

 

All the commands are established through an abstract class that will 

allow for many command classes to be implemented in a flexible 

but standardized way. The program splits into three threads, one to 

handle the connection, one to process commands as they arrive, and 

the main thread to actually execute the commands. Some 

commands may send back some response in the form of text, files, 

or other data, so the client program will need to know to receive 

this information, based on the command it sent. The flow of 

information when a command is sent from the phone will look like 

Fig. 3.  User control of the Raspberry Pi will only be facilitated 

from the application, and attempts to deter or disable other physical 

connections. This will allow for a more user-friendly control 

scheme, as well as keeping the more sensitive information such as 

authentication methods well outside the view of the user. 

 

(a) Handhold device used 

 

(b)  Raspberry Pi with  Pi camera 

Fig. 4. Materials used for the test 



Fig. 4 shows the materials used to test the command flow. We used 

a Smartphone equipped with Android OS because that is the world's 

Leading Smartphone Platform. The image was captured with the 

camera implanted in Raspberry Pi, and then forwarded to the 

SmartPhone using the wireless adapter. We used 802.11 wireless 

LAN Adapter, Premiertek Model PT-8812AU. 

 

4. RESULTS 

The programs on either device connect to each other, and allow 

commands from the phone to be sent to the computer. The 

computer processes the command to decide what the command 

actually means, and then proceeds with execution of the command. 

Fig. 5 shows the screen capture of the computer before it proceeds. 

 

Fig. 5. Materials used for the test 

 

The mobile application (app), which is to control/communicate 

with the Raspberry Pi (device), was implemented on the Android 

operating system by Google, Inc. using Google’s Integrated 

Development Environment (IDE). Android applications are written 

in Java, the programming language acquired by Oracle in 2010. The 

app starts with the connection screen, as shown in Fig. 6. From this 

view, the user may browse pictures priorly taken with the device’s 

camera, or the user may scan for a connection. This scan, given 

peers exist, will update the view with a spinner (Google’s term for 

a combobox) with a list of available/broadcasting devices. After 

selecting the desired device, the user should press the “Connect” 

button to launch the connection. 

In the background, the app launches two threads to handle 

connections on the two levels needed for this type of 

communication, i.e. one thread for hardware level (WiFi Direct), 

and the other thread for software level (Java Sockets). 

After user selects a network, the connection between the phone and 

the computer is established via hardware and software. The phone 

enables to present Raspberry Pi functions. After pressing button on 

the phone, the command is sent to Raspberry Pi. Raspberry Pi 

checks for valid command and runs the command. The data stream 

is sent back to the Phone to display results. The user is presented 

with a screen consisting of three parts, as shown in Fig. 7, the 

toolbar, the selected image name and picture, and the list of 

previously taken pictures. 

 

 

Fig. 6. Initial scanning to find a device 

 

 

Fig. 7. Screen capture with received images 

 

The app directly connects with the device via 802.11 standards as 

set forth by IEEE. The connection is direct between the mobile 

phone and the device without need for a router. Using 802.11n 

gives a maximum range of 820 feet for the connection, but the 

connection speed and style depends on the adapter in the phone. 

Utilizing different frequency and band combinations, the 

throughput of data can range from 7.2 Mbps to 150 Mbps allowing 

video to stream in real time from the camera attachment. 

 



5. DISCUSSION 

Multiple cars in a single parking lot using WiFi to communicate 

with handheld devices produces congestion, and due to the 

limitations of WiFi, signal strength and integrity can be 

compromised. Unfortunately, this is a constraint for which the 

project cannot overcome as this is a limitation of the wireless 

technology, itself.  

Sustainability concerns include battery demands for the ARM 

device. The device should not interfere with the interior design 

from the manufacturer, but also be capable of producing or drawing 

power in an unobtrusive way. There are a few alternatives for 

drawing power, but for the scope of the first generation of this 

project, we elected to focus on the connection of the devices and 

their functionality. For the first generation, we plan to implement a 

battery connected to a board that will control, via the Raspberry Pi, 

the power given to the Raspberry Pi. 

Privacy concerns must be addressed via access of the app within 

the phone, as well as via hacking the direct connection with the 

vehicle and reporting back to us, as developers, regarding both app 

usage and bug reports. For data access on the phone, there will be 

user authentication before accessing the features of the application. 

When the user minimizes the app and then restores the app to use, 

the application will ask to confirm the user’s authentication; the 

extra authentication has become standard in mobile apps to prevent 

unwanted access when a user leaves their device unlocked or any 

similar activity where the rest of the phone is vulnerable. 

Additionally, the possibility of hacking the mobile app must be 

taken into account. Unfortunately, this is more in the hands of the 

mobile device designer than the authors of this project. Google has 

safeguards in place to inhibit such hacks, but we do not have a 

means of making this impossible. Also, a unique access key 

involving an algorithm for generation and a storage location for 

backup in case of incident must be considered to allot for all 

possible venues of privacy issues. 

As above, cars come with WiFi causing competition with other 

mobile devices for use of local bandwidth and channels needed for 

communication. A further problem occurs with having only one 

WiFi adapter per car, potentially interrupting downloads or other 

services, such as FaceTime calls, in order for the mobile app to 

communicate with the car. Concern for such competition can occur 

in rural locations such as using the car for internet on a camping 

trip or picnic. While not currently a major problem, with 

technology steadily increasing in all facets of life, this could present 

a future issue in the way of competition for bandwidth and 

consideration for how to implement WiFi adapters. Such problems 

are currently outside the scope of generation one, as we will be 

implementing the connection utilizing our own WiFi adapter 

without consideration for competitive WiFi sources. 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

The implemented system can create and maintain a wireless direct 

network connection between a computer and a smart-phone. The 

client program on the phone is able to send commands to the host 

program over this connection. The host program also is able to 

execute the commands and send back files if needed. The future 

work on the project will need to address the power supply and 

management, authentication process between smart device and 

sensors, and expanded functionalities to control the automobile 

functionality, i.e. remote lock and unlock the doors, remote security 

alarm, and checking the vehicle maintenance. 
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